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Garv is an account of three valiant, legit and devoted cops Arjun Ranawat, Samar Singh and Haider Ali Khan. Samar
Singh needs the state to be a wrongdoing free state with the assistance of experience expert Arjun Ranawat and Haider
Alis group power. Be that as it may, they cant help him on the grounds that the incredible government official Kashinath
Trivedi, Yeshwant Pandey and so forth made the state defiled by remaining associated with the hidden world wear Zafar
Supari. Salmans job as a genuine experience expert Arjun Ranwat is a decent element of the film. After a long prolonged

stretch of time Salman sorted out himself in a particularly genuine job with straightforward way, which beforehand he
made propensity in David Dhawans headings. Garv: Pride & Honour(Hindi:) is a 2004 IndianHindi-languageaction drama
filmdirected byPuneet Issar. The film starsSalman Khan,Shilpa Shetty,Arbaaz KhanandAmrish Puri.Sunny Deolwas the

first choice forSalman Khan's role, whileSanjay Duttwas considered forArbaaz Khan's role. This film wasPuneet Issars first
directional debut, dealing withMumbai Underworldand politics in Maharashtra. The film was initially titledSanghar.[2]

Garv: Pride & Honour(Hindi:) is a 2004 IndianHindi-languageaction drama filmdirected byPuneet Issar. The film
starsSalman Khan,Shilpa Shetty,Arbaaz KhanandAmrish Puri.Sunny Deolwas the first choice forSalman Khan's role,

whileSanjay Duttwas considered forArbaaz Khan's role. the film took off from a slow start and became a box-office hit in
India. its soundtrack album, Garv: Pride and Honour (2004) which was released on 11 March, has sold more than 4

million singles and albums. It is the 14th best selling album of 2004.[11]
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garv is a characteristic bollywood endeavor and maybe not one of the best. this is the case with many of this movies
which go for acclaimed on account of the first look. since its making, bollywood has never been restricted to the business

with a specific budgetary contraption. truly, in our business room, there is no restriction for a film to run to rs 150 or rs
200 crore. in any case, there will be specific amount of people who will appreciate it. one thing is definite and that is, the

film will manage to take off since it gets a perfect beginning. it was abdul kalam, the national president of the indian
space research organisation (isro), who asked salman to give one more best performance as a standout amongst the
most prominent indian individual in a film. salman came back close to turning to a full time acter. he said he did not
require anything since his activity is of no use to him. i have enormous enthusiasm in my profession and i have no

aptitude for an occupation. i should do what i do best. we were at the bing and viewed some of the scene and the entire
movie and we loved it. we thought that it was an amazing movie where salman is show, so we would love to watch it in

the movie theaters. it was a great film. in any case, on the off chance that it is a huge hit then he must be brilliant.
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